Hearing device technology that’s

making waves

Hearing technology powerful
enough to get you back into life
Hearing loss slowly separates you from the people
and activities you love. The reason is simple: fewer
sounds reach your brain, and you have to work
harder to follow conversation. But now thanks to a
technological breakthrough, you may be closer to a
more natural way of hearing than ever before.
The new Oticon Opn S™ unleashes the full potential
of the part of your brain that receives and processes
audio information. With Oticon BrainHearing™
technology in Opn S, you can experience hearing in a
more natural way than ever before. So you can focus
on what matters most to you.

Enjoy speech understanding
on par with normal hearing
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Oticon's newest hearing aid breaks the limits of
what has previously been possible with hearing
aids. Oticon Opn S is proven to give you even
better speech understanding with less effort in
noisy environments than our previous generation
of hearing aids. So now, you can thrive and take an
active part in difficult listening situations, just
like people with normal hearing*.
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For people with typical hearing loss and well-fitted hearing aids, in noisy situations

OpenSound Navigator™

Speech understanding (%)
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Open up your world to
the people around you

Traditional hearing aids coped with noise by
restricting sounds and focusing on a single
source of sound at a time. For example, you
could hear the person who is straight in front of
you while other room sounds are suppressed.
That was effective to a point. But it resulted in a
completely unnatural way to experience your
environment. Background sounds add richness
and texture. When they are suppressed, your
brain finds it difficult to follow the conversation
and you can become tired.

Now, the technology in Oticon Opn S
unlocks all the wonderful sounds in your
environment and lets you experience them
in a more natural, comfortable manner.
Oticon Opn S gives your brain access to the
relevant sounds around you, putting you in
charge of which sounds you want to focus
on - and not your hearing aid.
You’ll be able to understand what’s spoken
better, with less effort and strain, and be
able to better remember what people say
to you.**

** Juul Jensen 2019, Oticon Whitepaper

BrainHearingTM
technology

Connect to the things that
matter most
Listen to music wirelessly, make
hands-free phone calls, and more

You don’t hear with your ears, you hear with
your brain. That is why you need hearing aids
that are fast enough to keep up with the brain.
BrainHearing™ technology in Oticon Opn S
scans the environment 100 times per second.
This gives you constant access to 360° sounds
to support the way your brain naturally makes
sense of sound.

Oticon Opn S gives you proven
BrainHearing benefits*:
• Reduces your listening effort
• Helps you remember more of what is
being said
• Gives you better speech understanding
• Improves your ability to follow
conversations with multiple speakers

* Juul Jensen 2019, Oticon Whitepaper

ConnectClip
A discreet microphone accessory that connects
wirelessly to Oticon Opn S.
Hands-free phone calls for any smartphone
With ConnectClip, it’s easy to make hands-free
calls with iPhone®, Android™ or any other
modern smartphone.
Music in high-quality stereo sound
Your hearing aids become high-quality, wireless
headphones, so you can stream music directly
from iPhone, iPad®, or iPod touch®. For any
other modern smartphone or Bluetooth®enabled device, you stream using the wireless
ConnectClip.
Stream sound directly from your TV
You get sound from your TV directly into your
hearing devices, using the Oticon TV Adapter.

A full day’s charge with
a boost of sound clarity

Rechargeable technology that lasts your whole day

Boost your hearing devices with Oticon ON App

The optional Oticon Opn S miniRITE R rechargeable
solution ensures that you don’t need to worry about
power any more. Ask your hearing care professional if
the miniRITE R is the right device for you.

The Oticon ON App lets you discreetly control your
hearing devices with the tap of a finger.

Here are the main benefits you will experience
with rechargeable Opn S devices:
• Three-hour charging time for a full day of power,
including streaming*
• Quick recharge – 30 minutes for an additional six
hours of power
• Freedom from disposable batteries with state-ofthe-art lithium-ion battery technology

* Lithium-ion battery performance varies depending on hearing loss, lifestyle and
streaming behavior.

Boost your hearing when you need it most
Use the new booster function in the Oticon ON App to
give your devices an extra boost in situations where you
need more help making speech stand out from noise.
Hearing keeps you fit
HearingFitness™ is a new feature in the Oticon
ON App. It is designed so you can take greater control of
your hearing habits.

Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S.
and other countries. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc. Android, Google Play, and the Google Play
logo are trademarks of Google LLC. HearingFitness will evolve continuously. Please find the current version and available functionalities on the App Store or Google Play.

To find out more about what
Oticon Opn S can do for you,
talk to your hearing care
professional today

16801 15555-10378/04.19

Contact your local hearing care professional:

www.oticon.com

